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History of the Australian National 
Disaster Resilience Handbook 
Collection
The first publications in the original Australian Emergency Manual Series were primarily skills reference manuals 
produced from 1989 onwards. In August 1996, on advice from the National Emergency Management Principles and 
Practice Advisory Group, the Series was expanded to include a more comprehensive range of emergency management 
principles and practice reference publications.

In 2011, Handbooks were introduced to better align the Series with the National Strategy for Disaster Resilience. 
Compiled by practitioners with management and service-delivery experience in a range of disaster events, the 
handbooks comprised principles, strategies and actions to help the management and delivery of support services in a 
disaster context.  

In 2015, the Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience (AIDR) was appointed custodian of the handbooks and 
manuals in the series. Now known as the Australian Disaster Resilience Handbook Collection, AIDR continues to 
provide guidance on the national principles and practices in disaster resilience in Australia through management and 
publication of the Collection.

The Handbook Collection is developed and reviewed by national consultative committees representing a range of state 
and territory agencies, governments, organisations and individuals involved in disaster resilience. The Collection is 
sponsored by the Australian Government Attorney-General’s Department. 

Access to the Collection and further details are available at www.knowledge.aidr.org.au. 

Australian National Disaster Resilience Handbook Collection (2011 – )
Handbook 1 Disaster health

Handbook 2 Community recovery

Handbook 3 Managing exercises

Handbook 4 Evacuation planning

Handbook 5 Communicating with people with a disability – National Guidelines for Emergency Managers

Handbook 6 National Strategy for Disaster Resilience – community engagement framework

Handbook 7 Managing the floodplain: a guide to best practice in flood risk management in Australia

Guideline 7-1 Guideline for using the national generic brief for flood investigations to develop project specific specifications

Guideline 7-2 Technical Flood Risk Management Guideline: flood emergency response classification of the floodplain

Guideline 7-3 Technical flood risk management guideline: flood hazard

Template 7-4 Technical project brief template

Guideline 7-5 Technical Flood Risk Management Guideline - flood information to support land-use planning

Guideline 7-6 Technical flood risk management guideline: assessing options and service levels for treating existing risk

Practice Note 7-7 Considering flooding in land-use planning activities
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Handbook 8 Lessons management

Handbook 9 Australian Emergency Management Arrangements

Handbook 10 National Emergency Risk Assessment Guidelines (plus supporting guideline)

Guideline 10-1  National Emergency Risk Assessment Guidelines: practice guide

Handbook 11 renamed Guideline 10-1 National Emergency Risk Assessment Guidelines: practice guide

Handbook 12 Spontaneous volunteer management

Australian Emergency Management Manual Series
The most recent list of publications in the Manuals series includes 46 titles.  

The manuals have not been reviewed since 2011 or earlier and the Manual Series is undergoing a review which will see 
relevant Manuals move into the Handbook Collection. Current and past editions of the Manuals will remain available on 
the AIDR Knowledge Hub at www.knowledge.aidr.org.au.

Manual Series Catalogue: 2004 - 2011
Manual 1 Emergency management concepts and principles (2004)

Manual 2 Australian Emergency Management Arrangements (superseded by Handbook 9)

Manual 3 Australian Emergency Management Glossary (1998)

Manual 4 Australian Emergency Management Terms Thesaurus (1998)

Manual 5 Emergency risk management – applications guide (superseded by Handbook 10)

Manual 6  Implementing emergency risk management – a facilitator’s guide to working with committees and 
communities (superseded by Handbook 10)

Manual 7 Planning safer communities – land use planning for natural hazards (2002, currently under review)

Manual 8 Emergency catering (2003, archived)

Manual 12 Safe and healthy mass gatherings (1999)

Manual 13 Health aspects of chemical, biological and radiological hazards (2000)

Manual 14 Post disaster survey and assessment (2001)

Manual 15 Community emergency planning (1992)

Manual 16 Urban search and rescue – capability guidelines for structural collapse (2002)

Manual 17 Multi-agency incident management (replaced by AIIMS)

Manual 18 Community and personal support services (1998)

Manual 19 Managing the floodplain (superseded by Handbook 7)

Manual 20 Flood preparedness (2009)

Manual 21 Flood warning (2009)

Manual 22 Flood response (2009)

Manual 23 Emergency management planning for floods affected by dams (2009)

Manual 24 Reducing the community impact of landslides (2001)

Manual 25 Guidelines for psychological services: emergency managers guide (2003)
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Manual 26 Guidelines for psychological services: mental health practitioners guide (2003)

Manual 27 Disaster loss assessment guidelines (2002)

Manual 28 Economic and financial aspects of disaster recovery (2002)

Manual 29 Community development in recovery from disaster (2003)

Manual 30 Storm and water damage operations (2007) (information may not be appropriate to all situations) 

Manual 31 Operations centre management (2001)

Manual 32 Leadership (1997)

Manual 33 National Land search operations (2014) (refer to the Land Search Operations Manual website)

Manual 34 Road rescue (2009)

Manual 35 General and disaster rescue (2006)

Manual 36 Map reading and navigation (2001)

Manual 37 Four-wheel-drive vehicle operation (1997)

Manual 38 Communications (1998)

Manual 39 Flood rescue boat operation (2009)

Manual 40 Vertical Rescue (2001)

Manual 41 Small group training management (1999, archived)

Manual 42 Managing Exercises (superseded by Handbook 3)

Manual 43 Emergency planning (2004)

Manual 44 Guidelines for emergency management in culturally and linguistically diverse communities (2007)

Manual 45 Guidelines for the development of community education, awareness and education programs (2010)

Manual 46 Tsunami (2010)

http://natsar.amsa.gov.au/land-search-manual.asp
http://natsar.amsa.gov.au/land-search-manual.asp
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